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When this process to choose a new school assignment plan began, the Union of Minority 

Neighborhood’s Boston Busing Desegregation Project (BBDP) was just getting underway. During our 

parallel process, we asked hundreds of Bostonians what they think the relevance of the city’s 

busing/desegregation crisis is today. We narrowed down to goals that people thought were important 

then and that continue to evade us in the struggle for quality public education today:* 

 Race and class equity 

 Democratic access to resources and decision making  

 Demands for excellence in public institutions. 

As you prepare to vote on the EAC’s recommendations, BBDP celebrates the many and diverse people 

within communities, organizations and institutions who work tirelessly to attain this equity, access, and 

excellence.   We also appreciate the votes of dissent on the EAC - unanimity is rarely a sign of healthy 

democracy. We join with those who remain concerned that the proposed plan before the school 

committee will at best do nothing to decrease the inequities of our current system, and at worst will 

increase inequities.  

An important lesson we’ve learned through our project is that school assignment was then and 

continues to be an inadequate frame to confront the problems facing our education system and our city. 

We’ve also heard over and over a demand for more quality education in all our neighborhoods for the 

children who live there now.  

In response to this, many have called for a citywide process which involves our communities working 

towards increasing school quality. The BPS has recently announced the formation of a ‘QualityTeam.” As 

people familiar with the city’s public education history have pointed out, this is not the first time the 

district has put together a group to define and address school quality. The BBDP sincerely hopes the city 

and school system will devote the time and  resources it has devoted to school assignment to an 

interactive  process that engages  the residents and communities that currently  have the least access in 

in improving school quality. However this won’t be enough. 

Many of the things we have heard people blame the crisis on: racism, class/wealth disparities, political 

posturing and a democratic system in crisis, continue to fester. We must more courageously grapple 

together with the tensions that were present both then and now regarding individual aspirations, 

collective needs and the perpetuation of privilege. We cannot resolve these tensions through technical 

solutions – whether by changing school assignment or by adding more art classes or a longer school 

day—but only by systemically working toward equity, access, and excellence.  

While there is a place for politics and power struggles, we need to spend more time hearing each other, 

speaking from our own experiences, honoring  the experiences of others and working through the 

tensions and contradictions in these experiences together. Too often even within our communities we 

assume we share beliefs and experiences when there turns out to be significant differences between us.  
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The BBPD invites those in the city of Boston who are committed to the core underlying values we have 

identified – race and class equity, democratic engagement and access, and excellence in our city and its 

institutions – to listen with us. We have to take a real look at the spaces between us – our values, our 

tensions, our needs and our aspirations. As the the 60th anniversary of Brown vs. the Board of education 

and the 40th anniversary of Boston’s busing/desegregation crisis approach we look forward to a new 

engagement that affirms the full humanity and citizenship of all our children. 

*For a full report on BBDP’s First Phase Learning go to: 

http://bbdplearningnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/bbdp-year-one-report-10-5-122.pdf 
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Submitted to BSC 3/13/2013 by Donna Bivens: 

When this process to choose a new school assignment plan began, the Union of Minority 

Neighborhood’s Boston Busing Desegregation Project (BBDP) was just getting underway. During BBDP’s 

parallel process, we asked hundreds of Bostonians what they think is the relevance of the city’s 1970’s 

busing/desegregation crisis for today. We narrowed down to three goals that people thought were 

important then and that continue to evade us in the struggle for quality public education today:* 

 Race and class equity 

 Democratic access to resources and decision making  

 Demands for excellence in and from public institutions. 

We heard people throughout the city express distress and even trauma around the fact that these goals 

have not been addressed. In fact, in some ways they see us moving farther from them instead of closer 

to them as a city and as a society. 

In watching and participating in this process we have heard these same goals echoed. In terms of race 

and class equity, many see Boston as a tale of two cities-one of luxury condos and one of dispossessed 

individuals and communities struggling to keep a foothold in the city. There are many—perhaps the 

majority in this room –for whom race and class equity are deep values that they try to uphold in their 

lives and work. For others, these values are low in priority if of interest at all. As class and race 

disparities and segregation continue to grow, those who care must have some tough engagement with 

each other around why patterns of inequity continue and grow and how our use of our relative power 

and privilege help or hinder change. 

In current school assignment processes –as in the busing/desegregation crisis ease of access to 

resources and decision-making is a function of privilege. So it is unlikely that we will have that 

democratic access until there is greater equity. In the meantime, getting to these goals of equity, access 

and excellence demand that we help and challenge each other to use whatever privilege we have to lift 

up the voices and call on the wisdom of those marginalized from these processes. All have a part of the 

truth that must be acknowledged and addressed to get us to equity, access and excellence. Individuals, 

communities and the city continue to suffer from where this was not done in the past—where cries for 

engagement were run from or turned from.  

Making demands for excellence of ourselves, our communities and the institutions that have such a 

great impact on our lives—starting with this school system— is a gift.   As BBDP listens to people’s 

stories, it’s obvious that many yearn for voices of dissent  to be sought out, valued,  learned from  and 

engaged instead of feared and marginalized or ignored. 

As the 60th anniversary of Brown vs. the Board of education and the 40th anniversary of Boston’s 

busing/desegregation crisis approach, BBDP calls on the School Committee and all of us committed to 

race and class equity, democratic access and demands for excellence to take risks we need to take to get 

them. 
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*For a full report on BBDP’s First Phase Learning go to: 

http://bbdplearningnetwork.files.wordpress.com/2012/10/bbdp-year-one-report-10-5-122.pdf   
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